
Daisy Farm Crafts
Crochet Crumpled Griddle Stitch Gingham Blanket

MATERIALS

Caron Simply Soft (100% acrylic 170 g / 6 oz, 288 meters / 315 yards)
2 skeins each White, Grey Heather, Feathered Grey
Size H 5.00 mm hook or I 5.5 mm hook (or size needed for a nice drape), tapestry needle, scissors
Link to Optional Video Tutorial: https://youtu.be/TF3R1ptparE?si=-brA_awg-LZI-GY3

SIZE

Approximately 34 x 36 inches
Gauge: 7 inches = 25 sts and 20 rows of pattern

STITCHES 

Single Crochet (SC): Insert hook, YO, pull loop back through, YO, pull through two loops on hook.
Double Crochet (DC): YO, insert your hook, YO and pull up a loop, YO and pull through two loops, YO
and pull through remaining two loops.

https://youtu.be/TF3R1ptparE?si=su4oA2XAaB5LrE8g
https://youtu.be/TF3R1ptparE?si=su4oA2XAaB5LrE8g


PATTERN

Tips:
-Pull through with the new color on the last step of the stitch.
-Lay whichever color you aren’t using along the top of your work and crochet over it as you go.
-To avoid your yarn getting twisted as you carry it along your work, it helps to always keep one color to the front
and one color to the back each time you switch colors.

Chain 126 with Feathered Grey (the lighter grey shade) (Pattern repeat is any odd number x 25 plus 1.)
 
Row 1: In the second chain from the hook, SC. In the next chain, DC. Alternate SC and DC for the next
23 chains. Insert your hook into the 25th chain space, yarn over and pull up a loop but then stop, and
change colors. Pull through and finish the SC with Grey Heather. DC into the next stitch with the new
color, and crochet OVER the Feathered Grey. You are bringing it along with you, underneath and through
your work. You will be changing colors every 25 stitches. Chain 1 and turn.

You should have ended the row with a SC and with Feathered Grey. Bring Grey Heather around the end of
your work and continue crocheting over this strand.

Row 2: Work your first SC into the SC you just made in the previous row. Then, work a DC into the next
DC. Continue this alternating pattern and before you finish the 25th stitch, pull up the Feathered Grey to
change colors. Now work the next 25 stitches with the new color, switching back to the Grey Heather in
the 25th stitch. Continue switching colors every 25 stitches. Chain one and turn.

Repeat row 2 instructions until you have 20 rows. 

Row 21: Cut the Grey Heather and begin the row with White. Work the first 25 sts and change color to
White. Work the crumpled griddle stitch alternating between White and Feathered Gray. 

Each section of alternating colors are 20 rows high. 

Repeat the pattern until you have 5 blocks in height. 

Tie off and weave in the ends. 

Border

Round 1: With white, pull up a loop in any corner. SC into each stitch across the top and bottom of the
blanket, work 25 SC per every 20 rows on the sides of the blanket, work SC, CH 2, SC into each corner.
Join the round with a SL ST to the first SC of the round. CH 2, do not turn. 

Round 2: Work DC into each stitch, work DC, CH 2, DC around the 2 chains in each corner. Join the
round to the first DC, CH 1, do not turn. 

Round 3: Work SC into each stitch, work SC, CH 2, SC, around the 2 chains in each corner. Join the
round to the first SC, tie off and weave in the ends. 


